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Losses from weeds in soybeans can be 
serious. -Annual broadleaves such as sun­
flowers, velvetleaf, or cocklebur are difficult to 
control. Most perennial weeds cannot be con­
trolled. 
Herbicidesare an aid to a good rotation, pro­
per seedbed preparation, and cultivation. 
HerbicideSuggestions 
Information in this publication is based on 
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 
research and other research or observations. 
Herbicidesare included only after the chemical 
is registered by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) as to residue tolerances in crops 
used for food or feed. 
The information does not imply a guarantee or 
responsibilityfor results. The use of tradenames 
is for reader convenience and does not imply 
product endorsement. The label should be con­
sidered the final guide. Users are responsible 
for following all label directions and precau­
tions. 
Weed Problems. Weedsare grouped as smal I­
seeded annual broadleaves (kochia, lambs­
quarters, pigweed, etc), annual grasses (green 
or yellow foxtail, etc), or perennial weeds. Con­
trol is rated poor, fair, good, very good, or ex­
cellent for each category of weeds. 
SpecialWeed Problems. A section for " Spe­
cial Weed Problems·· gives the best treatments 
for each weed. 
Herbicides.Most herbicides are listed by 
tradename. The common name is also included 
in the heading in parentheses. Only the common 
name is used when the same active ingredient is 
available in several products. 
Treatments listed under '' Soybean Her­
bicides·· are those considered to be promising 
for most situations in South Dakota. Those listed 
under " Other Soybean Herbicides" may be 
useful for special problems, are inadequately 
tested, or have given less consistent perfor­
mance. 
Rate.Rates for each treatment are stated as 
the amount of product per acre. All rates are on 
a broadcast basis; adjust accordingly for band 
application. 
Time to Apply. Herbicides may be applied: 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED:before the crop is 
planted, incorporatedas directed. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT : preplant INCORPORATED 
incorporated, but herbicide is usually restricted 
to the top 2 to 3 inches of soil with single-pass 
incorporation. 
PREEMERGENCE: after planting, but before crop 
or weeds emerge. 
POSTEMERGENCE:after the crop or weeds have 
emerged. 
Band vs. Broadcast 
One cultivation is usually needed with broad­
cast applications. Banding reduces the cost per 
acre and usually replaces one or two row 
cultivations. 
Adjust broadcast rates for banding. A 12- to 
14-inch band is suggested for top planting; a 
7-inch band is suggested for most deep furrow 
or lister-planted crops. 
Drilled Or Solid Seeding 
Drill-planted or solid-seeded soybeans are 
more competitive with weeds after the first 3 to 
4 weeks. 
Early season control is critical. Pre plant or 
preemergencecombinationsare strongly sug­
gested where both annual grasses and broad­
leaves are present. 
Do not use these planting systems if peren­
nials are a problem. Use the maximum herbicide 
rate for the soil type. 
ReducedTillage Systems 
Furrow And Top-plant 
Crop residue on the surface may distort the 
spray pattern or intercept some of the herbicide. 
Using the maximum rate for the soil type will 
partially compensate; however, the amount us­
ed should not exceed labeled rates. Heavy 
residue should be worked into the soil before 
broadcastingsoil-appliedtreatments. Devices to 
move residue from the row area will improve 
results for band application. 
Do not use preplant incorporated treatments 
with deep furrow or lister planting, as treated 
soil is moved from the row area. For these 
systems, limit band width of preemergence her­
bicides to the width of the furrow bottom. Check 
herbicide label for restrictions on furrow planted 
crops. 
FOLLOWTHE LABEL 
Federal regulations make it unlawful 
for any person to use an herbicide in a 
manner inconsistent with its labeling. 
This includes the kind of crop and weed; 
rate, carrier, and other application di rec­
tions; storage, disposal, and protective 
clothing; or other precautions tated. 
Herbicides 
The herbicide products discussed in this 
publicationare listed below. 
Active Ingredient
Product and Formulatio
Alanap L 2 lb/gal-liquid 
Amiben 1.8 lb/gal-liquid 
Amiben 75DS 75% act-dry flowable
Amiben 10G · 10% act-granule
Basagran 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Basalin 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Blazer 2L 2 lb/gal-liquid 
Butoxone 1. 75 lb/gal-liquid 
Butyrac 200 2 lb/gal-liquid 
DuaI8E 8 lb/gal-liquid 
Dual25G 25% act-granule
Dynap 2 + 1 lb/gal-liquid 
Furloe 4EC 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Fusi lade 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Goal 2E 2 lb/gal-liquid 
Lasso 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Lasso II 15% act-granule
Lorox 4L 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Lorox 50W 50% act-wettable powder
Modown 4F 4 lb/gal-liquid 
ParaquatPlus, Gramoxone · 2 lb/gal-liquid 
Poast 1.5 lb/gal-liquid 
Premerge 3 lb/gal-liquid 
Prowl 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Roundup 3 lb/gal a.e. -liquid 
Sencor, Lexone 4L 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Sencor, Lexone 50W 50% act-wettable powder
Sencor, Lexone OF 75 % act-dry flowable
Surflan AS 4 lb/gal -liquid 
Surflan 75W 75% act-wettable powder
Treflan 4 lb/gal-liquid 
Treflan 5GL 5% act-granule
Vernam 7E ? lb/gal-liquid 
AbbreviationsUsed 
pt = pint 
qt = quart 
gal = gallon 
lb = pound 
lb/gal = pound per gallon active 
or acid equivalent 
W = wettable powder 
OF= dry flowable (spray) 
L = liquid flowable 
(G)gran = granule 
and/+ = split application (and) 
or tank-mix ( +) 
act = actual, active, or acid 
equivalent 
 
n 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOYBEANHERBICIDES 
Treflan (TRIFLURALIN) 
1-2pt Treflan or 10-20 lb Treflan5G(½-1 lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof mostannualgrassesandfair control of small-seeded annual broadleaves uchas pigweedandlambs­
quarters. Doesnot control mustard, nightshade, smartweed, or large-seeded annualbroadleaves. Consistentperformance. 
Verygood crop tolerance.Lowrateis for light, low organic mattersoil; the high rate is for heavy, clay soil. Rateof 1 ½ pt/A
hasbeensatisfactoryin most SDSUtests.Liquidformulationmay be appliedin liquid fertilizer or maybe impregnated onto 
certain dry fertilizers.Minimumcarrier is 5 gpa for ground or air. Carryovermaydamageoats or sorghumplantedthe follow­
ing year. 
Liquidor granuleformulationmaybeappliedin late fall and incorporated with one fall tillage operationand one passin the 
spring beforeplanting. Springapplicationseemsbest suitedfor mostsoybeansituations. Liquidsusuallypreferredfor 
springapplication. Granules appear to fit best for fall applications. Limiteddataor experience with fall applications in soy­
beans; however, weedcontrolwith fall applied granuleshasbeenequalto that for springappliedliquid. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED . Immediate preferred, but maybe delayed up to 24 hours if soil . Springapplication incorporation 
surfaceis dry andwindis under 10mph. Incorporateinto the top2 to 3 inchesof soil usinga tandem diskwith small blades 
set to cut 4 to 6 inches deepoperatedat 4 to 6 mph, a field cultivatorequippedwiththreeor four rowsof sweeps spacedno 
morethan7 inches apart, or other suitableequipment. A second incorporationimprovesuniformity, especially underwet,
lumpy, or trashy conditions. Followwith a harrow or levelingdevice. A tandem disk followedby a field cultivator provides
goodincorporationundera variety of conditions. Improperincorporationreducescontrol. 
Prowl(PENDtMETHALIN) 
1-3pt Prowl (½-1 ½ lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof most annual grassesandfair controlof small-seeded annualbroadleavesuchas pigweedandlambs­
quarters. Doesnot control mustard, nightshade, smartweed, or large-seeded annualbroadleaves.Consistentperformance
as a preplant incorporatedtreatment.Verygoodcroptoleranceif properlyincorporated; less tolerance if left onthe surface. 
Lowerratesare for light, low organic mattersoil; the higherratesare for heavy, clay soil. Rateof 2½ pt/ A has been 
satisfactoryin most SDSUtests. Preplantincorporatedapplicationsmaybe made in liquidfertilizeror impregnatedontocer­
taindry fertilizers. Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air. No label restrictionsfor crops plantedthe following 
year. Problemshavenot been observedundernormalconditions. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. incorporationpreferred, but may bedelayedup to 7 days. Incorporatewith a small­Immediate 
bladedtandemdisk set to cut 2 to 4 inches deep, fieldcultivator, or othersuitableequipment.A secondincorporationim­
provesuniformity, especially if no rain wasreceivedorunderlumpy, trashy conditions. Onepass, shallow incorporationmay
beadequateif the soil hasbeenpreparedadequatelypriorto application. Followwith a harrow or levelingdevice.Improper
Basalin(FLUCHLORALIN) 
1-3 pt Basa/in(½-1½ lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof most annualgrassesandfair controlof small-seeded annualbroadleavesuchas pigweedandlambs­
quarters. Doesnotcontrolmustard, nightshade, smartweed, or large-seeded annualbroadleaves. Consistentperformance. 
Verygoodcroptolerance. Low rate is for light, loworganicmattersoil; the highrateis for heavy, claysoil. Rate of 2 pt/A 
has been satisfactoryin mostSDSUtests. Minimumcarrieris 10gpa for groundapplication.Nolabelrestrictionsfor crops
plantedthe followingyear. Problemshave not beenobservedundernormalconditions. 
. Immediate , butmaybe delayed up to 8 hours if soil surfaceis dry. In­
corporateintothetop 1 to 2 inches of soil with a small-bladed tandemdisksetto cut 2 to 4 inches deep, a field cultivator, or 
othersuitableequipment. A second incorporationimproves uniformity, especially underwet, lumpy, or trashyconditions. A 
tandemdiskfollowedbya field cultivatorgivesgood incorporation undera range ofconditions. Followwitha harrow or level­
ing device. Improperincorporationreducescontrol. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED incorporationpreferred 
incorporationreducescontrol. 
525B/2 
Vernam(VERNOLATE) 
2113-3½pt VernamlE (2-3 lb act) 
Good control of several annualgrassesandsome small-seeded annualbroadleavessuchas pigweed or lambsquarters. Does 
notcontrol mustard, nightshade, or large-seeded annualbroadleaves. Somesuppressionofvelvetleaf. Good crop tolerance; 
cropoutgrowsinitialemergencedelayand leaf malformation. Lowrate is for light, low organicmattersoil. Rate of 3 pt/A has 
been used in mostSDSUtests. May be appliedin liquid fertilizeror may be impregnated onto certain dry fertilizers. 
Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa. No carryover. 
Mustbe incorporated immediately intotop 2 to 3 inches of soil with a small-bladed 
tandemdisk set to cut 4 to 6 inches deepfollowedby a harrow or leveling device. A second incorporation insuresuniformity. 
Improperincorporationreducescontrol. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. . Incorporate 
Treflanand/+ SencororLexone(TRIFlURAuNANDI+ METR1euz1N) 
Prowland/+ SencororLexone(PENDIMETHAuNAND/+ METR1euz1N) 
AND/+ METR1euz1N)Basalinand/+ Sencoror Lexone (FLUCHLORAUN 
1-2 pt TreflanandI+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 4L or ½-1 lb Sencor or 
Lexone50Wor 113-213lb Sencor orLexone 75DF (½-1 and/+¼-½ lb act) 
1 ½-2½ pt Prowl and/+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 4L or ½-1 lb Sencor or 
Lexone50Wor 113-213lb Sencoror Lexone 75DF(¾-1¼ and/+¼-½ lb act) 
1-2pt Basa/in and/+ ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or ½-1 lb Sencor or 
Lexone50Wor 113-213lb Sencor orLexone 75DF (½-1 and/+¼-½ lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof several annualgrassesandsmall-seededannualbroadleaves. Fair to good controlof some large-seeded 
annualbroadleaves. Of the soil applied treatments, metribuzin gives the best annual broadleavedweed control. 
Faircrop tolerance. Riskof injury frommetribuzinon variable, sandy, high pH, low organicmatter soils or on clay knolls. Do 
not use on soil that is sandy, has a pH over 7.4, or less than 1 % organicmatter. Cold, wetsoil conditions that slow crop 
emergenceincrease risk of injury. Combinedeffectsof metribuzin withatrazinecarryovercan produce serious crop injury. 
Uselower rates for light, lower organicmattersoils. Higher ratesare for heavy, clay, low pH soils. 
Sencoror Lexone at ½ pt of 4L or½ lb of 5OWor 1/3lb of 75DF formulationperacre(¼ lb/A active) usuallygivessatisfac­
torycontrolof light infestations of most small-seeded broadleavesand reduces riskof crop injury, especially for inexperienc­
ed growers. Usemaximumrate for soil type for best control of weedslike sunflower or velvetleaf. Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa 
for tank-mix with groundequipment. Referto section for Treflan, Prowl, or Basalin for limitations andprecautions. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporate if rainfall very. Tank-mix asfor Treflan or Prowl or Basalin alone.Bestperformance
limited, but may give slightly lesscontrol of large-seededannualbroadleaves and haveslightly less croptolerancethan split 
overlayapplication. Maximummetribuzinrate is 3/8 lb/ A active for most soils. Ratesof 1 ½ pt Treflan or 2 ½ pt Prowl or 2 pt 
Basalin+ Sencoror Lexone at ¾ pt of 4L or ¾ lb of 5OW or ½ lb of 75DF formulation per acre have been satisfactoryin 
mostSDSUtests. Moreconvenienthansplit overlay application and good choicefor small-seeded broadleaves. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED . Applyusualrate of Treflan or Prowl or Basalinpreplantand incor AND PREEMERGENCE ­
porateas for each herbicide usedalone.ApplySencor or Lexonepreemergenceafterplanting.MaximumSencoror Lexone 
rate is ¾ to 1 pt of 4L or ¾ to 1 lb of 5OW or½ to 2/3 lb of 75DF formulationperacre. Slightlybettercroptolerancethan for 
preplanttank-mixbut requires a second application. 
ANDPREEMERGENCE 
Prowlor Basalinwith Sencoror Lexoneas for the preplant incorporatedtreatment.ApplyadditionalSencoror Lexone 
preemergenceafterplanting. Ratesfor the additionalSencoror Lexone for most soil are from¼ to ¾ pt of 4L or ¼ to ¾ lb of 
5OWor 1 /6 to ½ lb of 75DF formulation per acre. Ratesof ½ pt of 4L or ½ lb of 5OW or 1h lb of 75DF Sencoror Lexone for­
mulationperacre have beenused as the overlayin most SDSU tests. Providesbettercroptolerancewhen higher Sencoror 
Lexonerates are neededfor better controlof weeds such as velvetleaf.Promisingfor special situations. Follow soil precau­
tionscarefully. 
SPLIT TANK-MIX PREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporatea tank-mix of the usual rate of Treflan or 
PREEMERGENCE. Tank-mix.Prowl+ Sencoror Lexone only. Ratesasfor pre-plant ank-mix. Much less consistentgrass 
controlthan other applicationmethodsexceptwith ideal rainfall. Lesscrop tolerance. 
2528/3 
TreflanandLorox(TRIFLURALINAND uNuRoN) 
Prowland/+ Lorox(PEN0IMETHAL1NAN01+ uNuRDN) 
1-2pt Treflan and 1/z-2 lb lorox 50Wor 1/z-2 pt Lorox4l (1/z-1+ ¼-1 lb act) 
1-21/z pt Prowl and/+ 1-21/zlb lorox 50Wor 1-21/z pt lorox 4l (1/z-1¼and/+ 1/z-1¼lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof annual grassesandvery good controlof several small-seededannualbroadleaves.Fair control of certain 
large-seededbroadleaves. Lorox rate of 2 lb of 50W or 1 qt of 4L formulation peracre has beenused in most SDSU tests. 
Lowrates for lighter, low organic mattersoil. Slightly lessrisk of injury than with metribuzin combinations.Plantseed1¾ 
inchesdeep.Do not use on sands. Donot incorporate Lorox.Combinedeffectsof Lorox with atrazinecarryovercan cause 
seriouscrop injury. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED IncorporateANDPREEMERGENCE. usualrate of Treflan or Prowl before plantingand app­
ly Lorox preemergence. Followapplicationdirectionsand precautions as for Tref!an, Prow!, or Lorox used alone. 
PREEMERGENCE.Tank-mix.Prowl+ Loroxonly. Much lessconsistentgrasscontrol than with split application. Less crop 
tolerance.Groundequipmentonly. Seesectionfor Prowl alone. 
Treflanand/+ Modown(TRIFLURALINAN01 +BIFEN0X) 
1-2 pt Treflan and/+ 3-4 pt Modown 4F (1/z-1 and/+ 11/z-2lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof annual grassesand very good control of certain small-seededannualbroadleavesuchas pigweed and 
lambsquarters. Fair control of certain large-seededannualbroad leaves. Faircrop tolerance. Weed controland crop tolerance 
affectedless by variations in soil type than linuron ormetribuzin;however, leaf burn andstunting can be serious if raindrops 
splash bifenox ontothe emerging crop.Yieldsare usually notaffected. Use higher rate for dense weed infestationsonheavy
soil. Rates of 1½ pt Treflan and3 pt of Modown4F per acre have been usedin most SDSUtests. Noteprecautionsin Treflan 
section. 
AND PREEMERGENCE 
Modownpreemergence. Preferredapplicationmethod. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED . Incorporatenormalrate of Treflanbefore planting and apply 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. . Incorporate .wly than for Treflanalone. Donot use a tandem disk. Her­Tank-mix moreshallo 
bicide must be incorporated into the top 2 inches of soil. Thismay be too shallow for the best results with Treflanexcept
underideal seedbed conditions.DeeperincorporationreducesModowneffectiveness. 
Treflanand/+ Amiben(TRIFLURALINAN01+ cHLDRAMBEN) 
Prowland/+ Amiben(PENDIMETHALINAN01+ cHLDRAMBEN) 
Basalinand/+ Amiben(FLucHL0RALINAN01 + cHL0RAMBEN) 
11/z-2 pt Treflan and/+ 4-6 qt Amiben or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben75DS 
(¾-1 and/+ 1.8-2.7 lb act) 
11/z-21/zpt Prowl and/+ 4 qt Amiben or 2.4 lb Amiben 75DS 
(¾-1¼ and/+ 1.8 lb act) 
1-2 pt Basa/in and/+ 4 qt Amibenor 2.4 lb Amiben75DS 
(1/z-1 and/+ 1.8 lb act) 
Excellentcontrolof several annualgrasses. Goodto very good control of several small-seeded annualbroadleavesuchas 
Russianthistle, kochia, and lambsquarters. Fair control of severallarge-seededannualbroadleaves. Very good crop
tolerance.Weedcontroland crop toleranceaffectedless by soil variation thanfor linuron or metribuzin. Minimumcarrieris 
10 gpa. Referto sections for Treflanor Prowlor Amiben. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED.Tank-mix.Incorporateas for Treflanor Prowlor Basalinalone.Shallowincorporationwith 
Prowlor Basalin preferred to deeper incorporation.Broadleafcontrol less thanfor split applicationexceptwith extremely 
limitedrainfall. Split application preferredfor most situations. 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED rncorporateANDPREEMERGENCE. normalrateof Treflan or Prowl or Basalin beforeplant­
ing and apply Amibenpreemergence. Rainfallrequiredfor Amiben. Slightlybetterbroad leaf controlthan preplant tank-mix. 
Preferredapplicationmethod.Amibenmaybe banded to reducecost. 
PREEMERGENCE.Tank-mix.Prowl+ Amibenonly. Much !ess consistentgrasscontrolthan with split application except
underideal rainfall situations.Less crop tolerance.Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa for ground equipment. 
5258/4 
Lasso(ALACHLOR) 
2-3½ qt Lasso or 16-26 lb Lasso II (broadcast) (2-3½ lb act) 
Very good to excellent control of several annual grasses and fair control of pigweed with high rates and favorable conditions. 
Useful for special weed problems such as nightshade or nutsedge. Consistenton annual grasses when rainfall or soil 
moisture requirements are met. Excellent crop tolerance. Low rate is for light, low organic matter soil; the high rate is for 
heavy clay soil. Rates of 2½ to 3 qt Lasso or 18 to 20 lb Lasso II per acre (broadcast) have been satisfactory in most 
preemergenceSDSU tests. Preplant spray or preemergence applicationsmay be applied in liquid fertilizer. Preplant spray 
applicationmay be impregnated onto certain dry fertilizers. Use 2½ to 4 qt/A where soybeans are planted into high amounts 
of crop residue in minimum tillage systems. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground and 3 gpa for air. Granule or spray for­
mulations appear equally effective. Granulesare applied to the soil surface behind the press wheel. Adjust granule rate for 
banding. No carryover. 
SHALLOW PREPLANT INCORPORATEDIncorporate into top 2 inches of soil with a field cultivator shallow disk, . ,
multiweeder,or other suitable equipment during final seedbed preparation. Flextine harrow is not satisfactory. Will improve 
control when rainfall is very lin:iited but gives slightly less control than preemergence application with adequate rainfall. 
Some rainfall improves results. Proper incorporation may be difficult with trashy, lumpy seedbed. Deeper incorporation 
reduces annual grass control. Use 1 pt/ A more Lasso than for preemergence. Rate of 3 ½ qt/ A Lasso has been used in most 
tests. Furrow planters will move treated soil from row area. 
PREEMERGENCE.Requires½ to ¾ inch rainfall within one week after application. Use a harrow or rotary hoe if weeds 
emerge before rainfall is received. Travel the same direction as the rows if banded. 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE. Primarily for situations where unanticipated elays prevented preplant or preemergence applica­
tion. Will not control emerged weeds. Apply before soybeans have more than two true leaves. Do not apply in liquid fertilizer. 
Dual(METOLACHLOR) 
2-3 pt Dual BE or 8-12 lb Dual 25G (broadcast) { 2-3 lb act) 
Very good to excellent control of several annual grasses and fair control of pigweed with high rates and favorable conditions. 
Useful for special weed problems such as nightshadeor nutsedge. Consistent on annual grasses when rainfall or soil 
moisture requirements are met. Excellent crop tolerance. Low rates are for light, low organic matter soil; the high rate is for 
heavy clay soil. Rates of 2 ½ to 3 pt Dual or 10 to 12 lb Dual 25G (broadcast) have been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. 
Spray may be applied in liquid fertilizer. Preplant incorporated applicationsmay be impregnated onto certain dry fertilizers. 
Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground and 2 gpa for air. Limited data on granule formulation. Adjust granule rate for band. 
Granulesare applied to the soil surface behind the press wheel. No carryover. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT Incorporateinto top 2 inches of soil with a field cultivator, shallow disk, or other INCORPORATED. 
suitable equipment during final seedbed preparationand within 14 days before planting. Will improve results when rainfall is 
very limited but gives slightly less control than preemergence applicationwith adequate rainfall. Proper incorporation may be 
difficult with trashy, lumpy seedbed. Deeper incorporation reduces annual grass control. Use maximum rate for soil type. 
PREEMERGENCE.Requires ½ to ¾ inch rainfall within one week after application. Use a harrow or rotary hoe if weeds 
emerge before rainfall is received. Travel same direction as the rows if banded. 
Amiben(CHLORAMBEN) 
1-1½ gal Amiben or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 75DS or 20-30 lb Amiben 10G (broadcast) (1.8-2.7 lb act) 
Good control of several annual grasses and good to very good control of some small-seeded annual broadleaves uch as 
pigweed, lambsquarters, or smartweed. Very good Russian thistle control in some tests. Variable control of velvetleaf. Does 
not control sunflower. Some erratic results. Rainfall critical. Good crop tolerance. Some stunting noted with heavy rainfall at 
emergence.Spray or granule forms appear equally effective. Granules are applied to soil surface behind the press wheel. 
Low rate for light, low organic matter soil. Amiben rates of 6 qt or 3.6 lb of 75DS formulation per acre have been satisfactory 
in most SDSU tests. Preplant or preemergence applicationsmay be made in liquid fertilizer carrier. Minimum carrier is 10 
gpa for ground and 3 to 5 gpa for air. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT Weed control less than for preemergence INCORPORATED. application except under extremely dry 
conditions. Incorporate before planting into the top 2 inches of soil with shallow disk or other suitable equipment. 
PREEMERGENCE.Preferredapplication method. Must have ½-1 inch of rainfall within one week after application. Use rotary 
hoe or harrow if rainfall is not received within 3 to 5 days. 
POSTEMERGENCE.. May be applied when soybeans are in cracking to second trifoliate stage. Apply 5 to 6 qt/ A Amiben or 3 
to 3 .6 lb/ A Amiben 75DS. Dependent upon rainfall. Results improved if emerged weeds are controlled with harrow or rotary 
hoe. Postemergence Amiben may also be applied with 1 qt/ A crop oil concentrate when soybeans are at the cracking to 
fourth trifoliate leaf stage. Do not apply later than 33 days after planting. Limited tests. Water carrier only. 
5258/5 
Lassoand/+ Sencoror Lexone (ALACHLORANDI+ Mern1euz1N) 
(METOLACHLORDualand/+ Sencoror Lexone ANDI+ METR1euz1N) 
2-3 qt Lasso and/+ ½-1 pt Sencor orLexone4L or ½-1 lb Sencor or Lexone 50Wor 113-213lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF 
(2-3 and/+ ¼-½ lb act) 
1 ½-2½ pt Dual BE and/+ ½-1 pt Sencor orLexone4Lor ½-1 lb Sencor or Lexone 50Wor 113-213lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF 
(1½-2½ and/+ ¼-½ lb act) 
Verygood to excellentcontrolof several annualgrassesand small-seeded annual broadleaves. Fair to very good controlof 
some large-seeded annualbroadleaves.Metribuzingivesbestannual broad leafcontrol of soil applied treatments. Faircrop
tolerance.Riskof injury from metribuzin on variable, sandy, high pH, low organic mattersoilsor on clay knolls. Do not use 
on soil that is sandy, has a pH over 7.4, or has less than 1% organicmatter.Cold, wet soil conditionsthatslow emergence 
increaserisk of injury. Combinedeffectsof metribuzin with atrazinecarryovercanproduce serious cropinjury. Use lower 
rates for light, lower organicmattersoils. Higher ratesare for heavy, clay, low pH soils. Sencoror Lexoneat ½ pt of 4L or ½ 
lb of 50W or 1/3lb of 75DF formulationperacre ( ¼ lb/ A active) usuallygivessatisfactorycontrolof light infestationsof many 
small-seededbroadleavesand reduces risk of injury, especiallyfor inexperienced growers. Use maximum rate for soil type
for best controlof weeds like sunflower or velvetleaf. Maybe applied in liquid fertilizercarrier. Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa 
for ground equipmentand 5 gpa for Lasso or 2 gpa for Dual with aerial equipment. 
INCORPORATED. as for Lassoor Dual alone 
is very limited, but gives slightlyless control thanpreemergenceapplicationwith adequate rainfall. There is slightly less 
toleranceto metribuzin appliedin this manner.Maximummetribuzinratefor most soilsis 3/8 lb/A active.Rates of 2½ qt 
Lassoor 2 pt Dual+ Sencoror Lexoneat ¾ pt of 4L or ¾ lb of 50W or ½ lb of 75DF formulation per acre have been 
satisfactoryin most SDSU tests. Use higher ratefor heavy, claysoil. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT Tank-mix.Incorporate . Will improveresults when rainfall 
PREEMERGENCE. givesTank-mix.Must have½ to ¾ inch rainfall within oneweek. Metribuzin appliedpreemergence 
slightlybettercontrol of broad leaves andhas slightly bettercrop tolerance thanpreplantincorporated. Maximummetribuzin 
rate is ½ lb/ A active for most heavysoils. Rates of 2 qt Lassoor 2 pt Dual + Sencoror Lexone at ¾ to 1 pt of 4L or ¾ to 1 lb 
of 50W or½ to 2h lb of 75DF formulation per acre have been satisfactoryin most SDSUtests. More convenient thansplitap­
plication. 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED Incorporate ­ANDPREEMERGENCE. the usual rateof Lasso or Dual shallowly before plan 
ting. Apply Sencor or Lexone preemergenceafterplanting.MaximumSencoror Lexone rate is ¾ to 1 pt of 4L or ¾ to 1 lb of 
50W or½ to 2/3 lb of 75DF. Slightlybetter crop tolerancethan for preplantank-mixbut requires asecond application opera­
tion. 
SPLIT TANK-MIX PREPLANTINCORPORATED Incorporatea tank-mix of the usualrate of Lasso orAND PREEMERGENCE. 
Dualwith Sencor or Lexoneas for the preplant incorporatedtreatment.ApplyadditionalSencoror Lexone preemergence 
after planting. Ratesfor additional Sencoror Lexone range from ¼ to ¾ pt of 4L or ¼ to ¾ lb of 50W or 1 /6 to ½ lb 75DF 
formulationper acre. Rateof ½ pt of 4L or½ lb of 50W or 1/3lb of 75DF Sencoror Lexoneformulationper acre has been us­
ed as the overlay in most SDSUtests. Allows for better crop tolerancewhenhigherSencor or Lexonerates are neededfor 
better control of weeds suchas velvetleaf. Promisingfor special situationswherebroadleavesare serious. Followlabel 
directionscarefully. 
Lasso+ Lorox(ALACHLOR+ uNuRoN) 
Dual+ Lorox(METOLACHLOR+ uNuRoN) 
1½-3 qt Lasso+ 1-3 lb Lorox 50Wor 1-3 pt Lorox 4L (1½-3 + ½-1½ lb act) 
1¼-2½ pt Dual BE+ 1-3 lb Lorox 50Wor 1-3 pt Lorox 4L (1¼-2½ + ½-1½ lb act) 
Tank-mix.Very goodto excellent controlof several annualgrasses. Verygood control of severalsmall-seededannual 
broadleaves.Faircontrol of some large-seeded annualbroadleaves. Goodcrop tolerance. More risk on light soil. Low rates 
are for light, low organic mattersoils. Higher Loroxratesimprovecontrol of some large-seeded broadleaves, but increase 
risk of injury. Slightlylessrisk of injury thanwith metribuzin combinations.Ratesof 2 qt Lasso or 2 pt Dual + Loroxat 2 lb 
of 50W or 2 pt of 4L formulation per acre have been satisfactoryin most SDSUtests. Do not use on sandy soils. Combinedef­
fects of Lorox with atrazinecarryovercan produce seriouscropinjury. May be applied in liquid fertilizer. Plantseedat least 
1¾ inch deep. Applyby ground or air as for Lasso or Dualalone. 
PREEMERGENCE. As for Lassoor Dualalone. Donot incorporate. 
525B/6 
Lassoand/+ Amiben(ALACHLORAND/+ cHLORAMBEN) 
AND/+ cHLORAMBEN)Dualand/+ Amiben(METOLACHLOR 
2 qt Lasso and/+ 4 qt Amiben or 2.4 lb Amiben 75DS(2 and/+ 1.8 lb act) 
1 ½-2½ pt Dual BE and/+ 4-6 qt Amiben or 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben75DS (1 ½-2½ and/+ 1.8-2.7lb act) 
Very good to excellent controlof several annualgrasses.Verygood control of several small-seeded annualbroad leaves. Fair 
control of some large-seeded annualbroad leaves. Verygoodcrop tolerance. Weedcontroland crop toleranceaffectedless 
by soil variationthanwith linuron or metribuzin combinations.Lowrates are for light, low organic mattersoil. Rates of 2 qt 
Lasso or 2 pt Dual + Amibenat 4 qt or 2.4 lb of 75DS formulationperacre have been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. High 
Amibenrate improvescontrolof some large-seededbroadleaves.Apply by groundor air as for Lasso or Dualalone. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT Tank-mix.Incorporate . Rates of 2½ qt Lasso or 2 pt Dual INCORPORATED. as for Lasso or Dual alone
per acre have been satisfactory in most shallowincorporatedtests with this combination. 
. Tank-mix. Preferred applicationmethodfor most situationsPREEMERGENCE . 
SPLITPREPLANTINCORPORATED IncorporateDual or Lasso shallow preplantincorporatedand apply AND PREEMERGENCE. 
Amibenpreemergence. Amibenmaybe banded to reduce cost. 
Lasso+ Modown(ALACHLOR+ e1FEN □ x) 
2-3 qt Lasso + 2½-4 pt Modown4F (2-3 + 1¼-2 lb act) 
Tank-mix. Very good to excellentcontrol of several annual grassesand good control of some small-seeded annual 
broadleaves. Verygood on pigweed. Fair control of some large-seeded annualbroadleaves.Faircrop tolerance. Weedcon­
trol and crop tolerance affectedless by variation in soil type than with linuronor metribuzincombinations; however, leaf 
burnand stunting canbe serious if raindrops splashbifenoxonto the emergingcrop.Yields are usuallynot affected. Shallow 
incorporationreducesproblem.Lowrates are for light, low organic mattersoil. Rates of 2 qt Lasso + 3 pt Modownper acre 
havebeen satisfactory in most SDSUtests. Minimum carrier is 15 gpa for groundapplication. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT . Incorporateinto top 1 inch of soil with rotary hoe, shallowfield cultivatorINCORPORATED , or other 
suitableequipment. Donot use a disk. Must be shallow or weed control is reduced. Less crop injury. Furrowplantingmoves 
treatedsoil from row area. • 
PREEMERGENCE . Use a rotary hoeor harrow if rain is not. Must have½ to ¾ inch of rain within one week after planting
receivedwithin 7 days after planting. Methodwill improvecontrol and reducerisk of crop injury. 
Basagran(BENrAz □ N) 
¾-1 qt Ba sag ran(¾-1 lb act) 
. Excellentcontrol of cockleburand very good control of small sunflowerand velvetleaf. Pigweed, 
nightshade, and kochia usuallyare not controlled. Weedsshouldbe small for best results. Soybeansare usually in the 
unifoliateto 2-trifoliate leafstage but are tolerant at all growth stages. Excellentcrop tolerance. Some leaf marginburn may 
occurif plants are under stress. Best results undergoodgrowingconditions; less effective underlowhumidityor dry condi­
tions. 
POSTEMERGENCE
Thelow rate is for cocklebur under6 inches, velvetleaf under2 inches, or sunfloweror mustard under4 inches. High rate is 
for larger weedsbut before cockleburis 10 inches, velvetleaf5 inches, or sunflower or mustard6 to 7 inches. Lateseason 
treatmentof two applications of ¾ qt/ A applied1 Oto 14 days apart or a single applicationof 1 ½ qt/ A will give partial control 
of cockleburup to 24 inches. 
Primarilycontactaction. Goodcoverageimportant.Minimumcarrieris 20 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air with minimumof 40 
psi boom pressure. Donot use flood-jetnozzles.Very small amountsof 2,4-0 or Banvel contaminationin tank, hoses, boom, 
or containercan cause severedamage. Do not cultivatefor 3 to 5 days after application. Seespecialweed problem section 
for perennial weedcontrol. 
Petroleum-basenon-phytotoxicoil concentrate is suggested for some situations. Oil is suggested for velvetleaf,ragweed, 
andlambsquarters. Notrequiredfor cocklebur. Maximumoil rate is 1 qt/ A for ground and 1 pt/A for air. Cropleaf bum is 
usually not increasedexceptwith very high temperatureor high humidity. 
525B/7 
Blazer(AC1FLuoRFEN) 
1 ½-2 pt Blazer 2L (318-112lb act) 
Goodto excellent controlof certain annualbroadleaves 
mustard.Resultson velvetleaf andcockleburare more variable.Topgrowthburnon field bindweedand Canada thistlehas 
been satisfactory in most situations. Some annual grasssuppressionnoted. Faircrop tolerance. Leaf burn or speckling is 
frequentlynoted.Croprecoversrapidlyunder good growingconditions.Mostrisk is during times of high humidityand high 
temperature.Delaycultivationfor 7 days before or after application. Rainfallwithin 6 hours reducescontrol. 
POSTEMERGENCE. , includingblack nightshade, pigweed,and wild 
Primarilya contact herbicide. Goodcoverageis important. Applywhenweeds are in the 2- to 4-leaf stage, usually within 21 
daysaftercrop emergence. Rate of 2 pt/ A has been used in most SDSUtests. Add 1 pt of non-ionicsurfactantper 100 gal of 
solution.To control escapedgrassesat the 2- to 4-leaf stage, lambsquarters,buffalobur and other hard to control weeds, 
increasethe surfactant o 2 to 4 pt per 100 gal of solution. Theprevious2S formulation did not require surfactant. Areas may 
be retreatedbut the total applied shouldnot exceed 4 pt/A. Goodcoverageimportant. Donot use flood nozzles. Minimum 
carrieris 20 gpa for ground or 10 gpa for air. Use 40 to 60 psi pressure. Donot apply within 50 days of harvest. 
Basagran+ Blazer(BENTAzoN+ Ac1FLuoRFEN) 
1-2 pt Basagran+ 1-2pt Blazer 2L (½-1 + ¼-½ lb act) 
Tank-mix 
Blazerimprovesthe controlof pigweed andlambsquarters.Basagranis best for velvetleafor cocklebur. Suggestedrates 
varyaccordingto the product label.Therates range from 1 to 2 pt Basagran plus 1 to 2 pt Blazer per acre. Therate may be 
adjustedtoabout 75% of the normalrate of the herbicidewhichwill give the best control of the predominant weed and about 
50% of the normalrate for the other product.The rate of 1 ½ pint of each is suggested for heavy standsof mixed weed 
species. Useat least 1 pt/ A Basagran in the mixture to controlcockleburup to the 6-leafstage and at least 1 ½ pt/ A 
Basagranif velvetleaf is a significant problem.The label directionsfor rates anduse of surfactant or crop oil vary on pro­
duct labels. Non-ionicsurfactantat 1 pt per 100 gal of solution shouldbe used for general application. Surfactantshouldbe 
increasedto 2 to 4 pints per 100 gal of solutionfor escapedgrasses.Crop oil concentrateat 1 pt/ A is suggestedfor 
velvetleaf.Formost severe weedsituations, cropoil may be increasedto 1 qt/ A; however risk of foliage burn increases. 
Sometemporaryleafburn or specklingusuallyoccurs. Do not apply if crop is under stress. Weeds shouldbe under 2 or 3 in­
ches tall for best resultson most weeds. Minimumcarrieris 20 gpa for ground and 10 gpa for air. 
POSTEMERGENCE. . Combinationintendedto providecontrolof more species than either herbicide used alone. 
Poast(SETHoxvo1M) 
½-2½ pt Poast (.1-.5 lb act) 
POSTEMERGENCE. . Wild proso millet is controlled with lowestrate. Very good to excellentcontrol of annual grasses
Volunteercornusuallyrequiresthe higher rates. Provides omeshort-termsuppressionof quackgrass at high rate. Doesnot 
controlbroadleaves. Excellentcrop tolerance. 
Growthrateof treated grassesis reduced soonafter application. Yellowing, reddening, and tip burn all usually notedwithin 
3 weeks afterapplication. Ratesare½ pt/A for wild proso(4-12 in), 1 pt/A for foxtail (3-8 in), and wild cane (6-18 in), 1¼ 
pt/A for volunteer corn (6-18 in), 2 pt/A for wild oats (2-4 in) and 2½ pt/A for quackgrass(6-8 in). Ouackgrass can be 
retreatedwith another 1 ½ pt/ A when regrowthreaches6 to 8 inches. 
Crop oil concentrate at 1 qt/ A is used with all Poast applications. Avoidcultivationfor one week before andone week follow­
ing application. Rainfallwithin one hourafter application will reduceeffectiveness.Controlof weeds underdroughtstressis 
diminished. 
Coverageis important. Useflat fan or hollow cone nozzles. Minimumcarrier is 10 gpa for groundand 5 gpa for air. Tank­
mixingwith other herbicidesexceptas noted onthe label can reduce effectiveness.Allowat least oneday between sequen­
tial applications of other herbicides. Pressureshouldbe 40 to 60 psi. Donot apply within70 days of harvest. Avoiddrift to 
sensitivecropssuch as corn, sorghum, or cereals. Poastis formulated as a 1.5 lb/gal liquid. 
Poastand/+ Basagran(SErnoxvmMAN01 + BENTAZON) 
½-2½ pt Poast and ¾-1 qt Basagran (.1-.5 and¾-1 lb act) 
¾-3¾ pt Poast + ¾-1 qt Basagran (.15-.75 + ¾-1 lb act) 
Poastand Basagran canbe applied as sequential treatmentsor can be tank-mixed using increased rateof Poast. Thein­
creased Poast is required to compensate for the antagonistic reactionwhich results in reduced grass control. 
5258/8 
(Poast and/+ Basagran, continued) 
SEOUENTIAL Apply the labeled rate of each herbicide in a separate application. Either sequence may be -POSTEMERGENCE. 
followed; however weed development usually suggests Basagran be applied before Poast. Apply as directed for each her­
bicide alone. Use 1 qt/A crop oil concentrate with each application. 
TANK-MIX POSTEMERGENCE. Poast and Basagran may be tank-mixed; however the rate of Poast must be increased 50% 
comparedto the rate when used alone. The Basagran rate is the same as for Basagran alone. Follow application directions as 
for Basagran. Add crop oil concentrate at 1 qt/ A. 
Fusilade(FLuAzIFoP-eurn) 
¼-½ pt Fusilade (118-114 lb act) 
POSTEMERGENCE . Wild proso millet, wild cane, and volunteer corn are controll­. Good to excellent control of annual grasses
ed with lowest rates. Foxtail usually requires the higher rate. Provides some short term suppression of quackgrass at high 
rate. Does not control broadleaved weeds. Excellent crop tolerance. 
Growth rate of treated grasses is reduced soon after application. Weeds show leaf yellowing or browning 10 to 14 days after 
treatment. Control of foxtail has been variable under moisture stress conditions. Volunteer corn control is more consistent. 
Rates are¼ pt/A for wild proso (4-8 in), wild cane (6-12 in), volunteer corn (12-18 in). Use½ pt/A for foxtail, wild oats, 
and other annual grasses 2 to 4 inches tall. For quackgrass, apply½ pt/A when quackgrass has at least four leaves but is 
not over 10 inches tall. Repeat he treatment when quackgrass regrowth has three to five leaves. 
Use 1 qt crop oil concentrate or½ pt non-ionic surfactant per 25 gal of solution with all Fusilade applications. Avoid cultiva­
tion for one week before and one week after application. Rainfall within 1 hour after application will reduce effectiveness. 
Coverageis important. Do not use flood nozzles. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground application. Use 30 to 60 psi. Tank­
mixing with other herbicides can reduce effectiveness. 
Do not apply after soybean bloom or within 100 days of harvest. Do not plant crops other than soybeans for 60 days after ap­
plication. Avoid drift to sensitive crops such as corn, sorghum, or cereals. 
OTHERSOYBEANHERBICIDES 
Vernam+ Treflan(VERNOLATE+ rntFLURAUN) 
Vernam+ Basalin(VERNOLATE+ (FLucHLORAUN) 
Vernam+ Prowl(VERNOLATE+ PENDIMETHAUN) 
Vernam+ Amiben(VERNOLATE+ cHLORAMBEN) 
Vernam+ Lasso(VERNOLATE+ ALACHLOR) 
1¾-31/zpt Vernam lE + 1-11/zpt Treflan 
1¾-2½ pt Vernam lE + ¾-1 pt Basa/in 
1¾-3 pt Vernam lE + ¾-11/z pt Prowl 
21/z pt Vernam lE + 5 qt Amiben or 3 lb Amiben 750S 
1¾-3 pt Vernam lE + 1-2 qt Lasso 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED . Incorporate . Both herbicides in the combinations are primarily . Tank-mix as for Vernam alone
for annual grass control except for Vernam + Amiben. Deep incorporation of Amiben reduces control of small-seeded annual 
broad leaves except under very dry conditions. Fair to good velvetleaf control with Vernam + Amiben. Treatments appear to 
have limited potential compared to other alternatives available. Refer to sections for each herbicide alone. 
525B/9 
Vernamand Amiben AND cHLORAMBEN) (VERNOLATE 
Vernamand Lorox AND uNuRoN) (VERNOLATE 
1¾-3 pt Vernam7£ and 4-6 qt Amibenor 2.4-3.6 lb Amiben 750S 
1 ¾-3 pt Vernam7£ and 1-2½ lb lorox 50W 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED . Incorporate the recommended AND PREEMERGENCE rate of Vernam as for Vernam 
alone. Apply Amiben or Lorox preemergence. Good to very good control of several small-seeded annual broad leaves. Less 
consistent grass control. Vern am gives somewhat better velvetleaf control than other preplant reatments. Amiben or Lorox 
further improves broadleaf control. Appears to be limited to situations where velvetleaf is part of a serious broadleaf problem 
and soil factors exclude the use of metribuzin. Refer to section for each herbicide. 
Vernam + Treflan + Sencoror Lexone (VERNOLATE+ rR1FLURAUN+ METR1euz1N) 
21/a-3½pt Vernam7£ + 1 pt Treflan+ ½-¾ lb Sencor or lexone 50W or ½-¾ pt Sencoror lexone 4l 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. -way tank-mix as for Vernam alone. Expectedto provide excellent annual Three . Incorporate 
grass control and good to excellent control of annual broad leaves. Vernam+ Sencor or Lexone has provided very good 
velvetleaf control and will usually be superior to other two-way combinations with Sencor or Lexone on this weed. Someear­
ly searing can be expected. Follow soil precautions for Sencor or Lexone. 
Treflan and/+ Furloe(TRIFLURAUNAND/+ c1Pc) 
Vernamand/+ Furloe AND/+ c1Pc)(VERNOLATE 
1-2pt Treflanand/+ 2-3 qt Furloe 4EC 
21/a-3pt Vernam7£ and/+ 2-3 qt Furloe 4EC 
Furloe gives very good to excellent control of smartweed and wild buckwheat. Control of large-seeded annual broadleaves i  
not improved. Good to excellent control of annual grasses. Very good crop tolerance. Low rates are for light, low organic 
matter soil. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa. Appears to have limited potential, except where smartweed is a major problem. Refer 
to section for each herbicide used alone. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. . SplitTank-mix. Incorporate into the top 1 ½ to 2 inches of soil as for Treflan or Vernam alone
application preferred, as deep incorporation reduces Furloe performance. ' 
SPLIT PREPLANT INCORPORATED . Incorporate for each herbicide AND PREEMERGENCE Treflan or Vernam as recommended 
used alone. Apply Furloe preemergence. Preferred application method. 
Treflan + Amiben+ Sencoror Lexone (TRIFLURAuN+ cHLORAMBEN+ METR1euz1N) 
Prowl + Amiben+ Sencoror Lexone (PENDIMETHAUN+ cHLORAMBEN+ METR1euz1N) 
1-2pt Treffan + 3-5 qtAmibenor 1.8-3 lb Amiben 750S + ½-¾ lb Sencor or Lexone 50W or ½-¾ pt Sencoror Lexone 4l 
or 1/a-½lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF 
1 ½-2½ pt Prowl+ 3-4 qtAmibenor 1.8-2.4 lb Amiben 750S+ ½-¾ lb Sencor or lexone 50W or ½-¾ pt Sencoror 
lexone 4l or 113-½lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF 
Three-way combinations. These combinations are intended to improve weed control with Treflan or Prowl + Amiben com­
binations while minimizing the risk of injury associated with Sencor or Lexone. Provides very good to excellent control of 
many annual weeds; however control of weeds such as velvetleaf or cocklebur is less than for the combinations using full 
Sencor or Lexone rates. Appears to have limited potential for most weed situations. Follow soil limitations as for Sencor or 
Lexone. 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. as for Treflan or Prowl alone. Tank-mix. Incorporate 
PREEMERGENCE.Tank-mix. Prowl + Amiben+ Sencor or Lexone only. Control is dependent on rainfall before weed 
emergence. Incorporated applications of Prowl preferred. 
5258/10 
Dual+ Treflan(METOLACHLOR+ TRIFLURALIN) 
2-3 pt Dual BE + 1-2pt Tref/an 
PREPLANTINCORPORATED. Tank-mix. Incorporate as for Dual or Treflan alone. It's difficult to incorporate both herbicides 
properly with the same incorporation method. Both herbicides are most effective on annual grasses. Appears to have limited 
potential for weed problems in most field situations. 
Lasso+ Amiben+ Sencoror Lexone (ALACHLOR+ cHLORAMBEN+ METR1euz1N) 
Dual+ Amiben+ Sencor (METOLACHLOR + METR1euz1N)or Lexone + cHLORAMBEN 
2-3 qtlasso + 3-6 qtAmibenor 1.B-3.6 lb Amiben 750S + ½-1 lb Sencor or lexone 50W or ½-1 pt Sencoror lexone 4l 
or 113-213lb Sencor or lexone 75DF 
1½-3 pt Dual BE + 3-6 qtAmibenor 1.B-3.6 lb Amiben 750S+ ½-1 lb Sencor or lexone 50W or ½-1 pt Sencoror lexone 
4l or 113-213lb Sencor or lexone 75DF 
Three-way tank-mix. Intendedto improve control of certain weeds which are not controlled by Lasso or Dual +Amiben com­
bination while reducing the risk of injury associated with Sencor or Lexone. Provides very good to excellent control of many 
annual weeds; however control of weeds such as velvetleaf or cocklebur is less than for the combinations using full Sencor 
or Lexone rate. Appears to have limited potential for most weed situations. Follow soil limitations as for Sencor or Lexone. 
SHALLOWPREPLANT . Incorporate .INCORPORATED as for Lasso or Dual alone 
PREEMERGENCE . Do not apply after crop emerges .. As for Lasso or Dual alone . Rainfall required 
Lasso+ Lorox+ Lexone(ALACHLOR+ uNuRoN + METR1euz1N) 
Dual+ Lorox+ Lexone(METOLACHLOR+ uNuRoN + METR1euz1N) 
1½-3 qt lasso + ¾-2 lb lorox 50W or ¾-2 pt lorox 4l + ½-1 lb lexone 50W or ½-1 pt lexone 4l or 
113-213lb lexone OF 
1 ½-2½ pt Dual BE + ¾-2 lb lorox 50W or ¾-2 pt lorox 4l + ½-1 lb lexone 50W or ½-1 pt lexone 4l or 
113-213lb lexone OF 
Three-way tank-mix. Intended to improve control of broadleaves which are not adequately controlled by the two-way com­
binations. Excellentgeneral broad leaf control. Performance on velvetleaf primarily dependent on rate of Lexone. If the rates 
are reduced to lessen risk of injury, velvetleaf control will diminish. Not suggested for soils other than those where it is safe 
to use full Lexone rate. There is considerable risk of injury from the combined effect of Lorox and Lexone if full rates of each 
are used. Do not use on light, sandy soil or soil with a pH over 7.5. 
PREEMERGENCE.Apply as soon as possible after planting. Do not incorporate or apply after crop emergence. 
M odown (BIFENox) 
3-4 pt Modown4F 
PREEMERGENCE combinations .. Most useful in shallow preplant or preemergence to improve control of certain broadleaves 
Not suggested for use alone. 
Lorox(LINURON) 
1-5 lb lorox 50W or 1-5 pt lorox 4l 
PREEMERGENCE. combinations .Most useful in preemergence to improve broadleaf control. Not suggested for use alone 
5258/11 
Sencoror Lexone (METR1Buz1N) 
½-1 lb Sencor or Lexone 50W or ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or 113-213lb Sencor or Lexone 75DF 
Most useful in preplant or preemergence combinationsto improve broadleaf control. Not suggested for use alone. 
Surflan(ORvzAuN) 
1-2 lb Surf/an 75W or ¾-1 ½ qt Surf/an AS 
PREEMERGENCE.hemicallyrelated to Treflan but does not require incorporation. Weed control has been less satisfactory 
than for Treflan. May be applied in fall or in spring directly to undisturbed stubble for no-till soybeans. Potentialfor use alone 
or in combination with other herbicides in reduced tillage systems will continue to be evaluated. May be tank-mixed at½ to 
1¼ qt/A with Lorox, Sencor, Lexone, Dynap, Goal, or Amiben. May be applied in liquid fertilizer carrier. 
Amiben+ Lorox(CHLORAMBEN+ uNuRON) 
Amiben+ Sencoror Lexone (CHLORAMBEN+ METR1Buz1N) 
3-4½ qt Amibenor 1.8-2.7 lb Amiben 75DS + 213-3 lb Lorox 50W or 1-3 pt Lorox 4L 
3-4½ qtAmibenor 1.8-2.7 lb Amiben 75DS + ½-1 lb Sencor or Lexone 50W or ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 4L or 113-213lb 
Sencoror Lexone 75DF 
PREEMERGENCE. Tank-mix. Limited data. More effective on annual broadleaves than annual grasses. Adjust rates for soil 
type. Will allow for reduced rates of metribuzin for small-seeded weeds like Russian thistle; however velvetleaf and 
sunflower control will not be maintained. May be applied in liquid fertilizer. Refer to section for Amiben, or sections for 
Lorox, Sencor, or Lexone combinations. 
Furloe+ Lasso(C1Pc+ ALACHLOR) 
2-3 qt Furloe 4EC + 2-3 qt Lasso 
PREEMERGENCE. . Furloe gives very good to excellent control of smartweed and wild buckwheat. Lasso gives very Tank-mix 
good to excellent control of annual grasses. Less effective on other small-seeded annual broad leaves. Does not control large­
seeded annual broadleaves. Preemergencecombinationsbetter than preplant incorporated Furloe combinations. Use high 
rates for most soils. Very good crop tolerance. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa water. Refer to Lasso section. 
Goal(oxvFLuoRFEN) 
1 ½-2 pt Goal 2E 
PREEMERGENCE. Goal is chemically related to Modown. Weed control and crop effects similar. Most effective on annual 
broadleavedweeds such as pigweed. Fair control of certain large-seeded broad leaves. Grass control is usually unsatisfac­
tory. Crop tolerance is marginal. Leaf burn and temporary stunting frequently noted. Most emphasis in future will be for use 
in no-till soybeans. Crop tolerance is not associated with soil texture or pH factors. 
Goal+ Lasso(oxvFLuoRFEN+ ALACHLOR) 
Goal+ Dual(oxvFLuoRFEN+ METOLACHLOR) 
1 ½-2 pt Goal 2E + 1 ½-2½ qt Lasso 
1 ½-2 pt Goal 2E + 1 ½-2 ½ pt Dual BE 
PREEMERGENCE . Provides good to excellent control of annual grasses and certain annual . Tank-mix. Refer to Goal alone
broad leaves. \/elvetleaf or cocklebur control less consistent. Primary emphasis is for use in no-till systems. 
5258/12 
Premerge(D1NosEB) 
1 pt-2½ gal Premerge 
Contact herbicide. Follow handling precautions as it is highly toxic. Minimum carrier is 3 gpa for air and 30 gpa for ground. 
PREEMERGENCE . Erratic annual weed control. Short residual. Not for light soil. . Rates are 2 to 2½ gal/A Premerge 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCE. Ratesare 2 to 3 qt/ A Premerge. Apply when soybeans are in cotyledon stage but before first true 
leaves open. Timing is critical. Usually better control than preemergence. Emerged weeds only. Use low rate when 
temperature is over 75°F. Considerablerisk of leaf burn. 
LATE POSTEMERGENCE . Salvagetreatment for cocklebur. Apply . Rates are 1 to 2 pt/ A Premerge. Low rate for small weeds
from first true leaves until bloom stage. Temporary leaf burn. Crop under stress may be permanently damaged. Use at 
grower's risk. Minimum carrier is 3 gpa. 
Premerge+ Lasso(D1NosEB+ ALACHLOR) 
Premerge+ Dual(D1NosEB+ METOLACHLOR) 
Premerge+ Amiben(D1NosEB+ cttLORAMBEN) 
PREEMERGENCE. Tank-mix. Rates are 4 to 6 qt Premerge + 2 to 3 qt Lasso or 1 ½ to 2½ pt Dual SE or 3 to 4 qt Amiben per 
acre. Refer to Pre merge section. 
EARLY POSTEMERGENCETank-mix. Rates are 2 to 3 qt Premerge + 1 ½ to 3 qt Lasso or 1 ½ to 2½ pt Dual 8E or 3 to 4 qt . 
Amiben per acre. Refer to Premerge section. 
Dynap(NAPTALAM+ DINOSEB) 
2-6 qt Dynap 
Commercialpremix. Contains 2 lb naptalam and 1 lb dinoseb per gallon. Poor to fair annual weed control. Usually used in 
combination with other herbicides. 
PREEMERGENCE. . Some risk of crop injury with heavy rainfall. Apply 6 qt/ A Dynap up to cracking stage
POSTEMERGENCE. Apply 2 to 4 qt/ A Dynap in 8 to 10 gal of water after soybeans have second trifoliate leaf but before they 
are 20 inches tall. Use 20 gpa carrier if temperatures are under 80°F. Primarily for cocklebur. Fair sunflower and mustard 
control. High rate is for weeds up to 6 inches tall. Considerablerisk of crop leaf burn and stunting. Risk is greater at 
temperatureover 90°F. Do not apply when plants are wet. Use minimum of 40 psi pressure. 
Dynap+ Lasso(NAPTALAM+ 01NosEB+ ALACHLOR) 
Dynap+ Dual(NAPTALAM+ 01NosEB+ METOLACHLOR) 
Dynap+ Surflan(NAPTALAM+ 01NosEB + oRvzAuN) 
4 ½-6 qt Dynap + 2 qt Lasso 
4½-6 qt Dynap + 1 ½-2½ pt Dual BE 
4 ½-6 qt Dynap + 213-1213 lb Surf/an 75W or ½-1¼ qt Surf/an AS 
PREEMERGENCE. . Dynap contains 2 lb naptalam + 1 lb dinoseb per gallon. Apply before soybeans reach cracking Tank-mix
stage. Somewhaterratic. Slight improvement in short-term broadleaved control. Will improve control of cocklebur emerging 
at time of application. Refer to section for each herbicide. 
525B/13 
Blazer+ Butyrac200or Butoxone (ACIFLuoRFEN+ 2,4-DB) 
1 ½-2 pt Blazer 2L + 2 oz Butyrac 200 or Butoxone 
Tank-mix.Primarily for usein special situations where weeds exceed the maximum height for Blazer. 
Theaddition of 2 ,4-DB provides some improved control of cocklebur, ragweed, and pigweed up to 12 inches tall. Con­
siderable soybean leaf and stem twisting and some yellowing can be expected. Some differential varietal toleranceto 2,4-DB 
has been reported. Do not add oil or surfactant. Do not treat plants under stress. Use maximum recommended rate of Blazer 
and 2 f I oz of Butyrac 200 or Butoxone per acre. Appearsto have very limited potential for most field situations. Refer to 
Blazer section. 
POSTEMERGENCE. 
Basagran+ Butyrac200(BENTAzoN+ 2,4-DB) 
1½-2 pt Basagran + 118pt Butyrac200 
Tank-mix.Primarilyfor improved control of annual morning glory, whichescapes Basagran 
coverage and early application required, for Basagran increases risk of injury from 2,4-DB portion. Corsoy, Amcor, and SRF 
250are reported to be more sensitive to 2,4-DB. Do not treat plants under stress. Do not add oil or surfactant. Appears to 
have very limited potential for most field situations. Refer to Basagran alone. 
POSTEMERGENCE. . Thorough 
Alanap L + Butyrac200 or Butoxone (NAPTALAM+ 2,4-DB) 
Rescue 
2-3 qt Alanap L + 3-4 fl oz Butyrac200 or Butoxone 
2-3 qt Rescue 
Tank-mix.Or use commercial premix (Rescue) containing 2 lb Alanap Land .06 lb of 2,4-DB active per 
gallon.Primarily intended as a ''rescue'' treatment o control broadleavedannual weeds that cannot be controlled with other 
postemergencetreatments. Good sunflower, mustard, and cocklebur control has been noted. Late season weed growth and 
someseed production is reduced. Maximum effects on weeds usually apparent in 3 weeks. Rate of 2 to 3 qt/ A of Rescue is 
equivalento the tank-mix of 2 to 3 qt Alanap L + 3 to 4 fl oz of Butoxone or Butyrac 200 per acre. Use high rate for weeds 
over 10 to 12 inches tall. Add non-ionic surfactant or crop oil concentrate at 2 qt/100 gal solution. Apply after first bloom to 
midbloom.Leaf abnormalities or stunting may be increased with earlier application. Corsoy,Amcor,and SRF 250 are reported 
to be more sensitive to 2 ,4-DB. Spray b'oom should be 18 to 24 inches above weeds or crop. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for 
ground or 5 gpa for air. Use 40 to 50 psi pressure to provide a fine spray with hollow cone nozzles. Do not apply within 60 
days of harvest. 
POSTEMERGENCE. 
NO-TILLHERBICIDES 
or Gramoxone Paraquat-Plus (PARAQUAT) 
or Gramoxone ½-2 pt Paraquat-Plus
HARVESTAID. Apply ½ to 1 pt/ A paraquat when at least 65% of the seed pods have reached a mature color or when seed 
moistureis under 30%. The purpose is to dry weeds to facilitate harvest. Paraquatis the only desiccant labeled for use on 
soybeans that are to be used other than for seed for planting. Less effective on large kochia or Russian thistle than on other 
activelygrowing weeds. Contact reatment. Minimum carrier is 20 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air. Add 1 qt X-77 spreader 
per 100 gal of solution. Do not graze treated soybean fields for 15 days after spraying, and remove livestockat least 30 days 
beforeslaughter. Followhandling precautions, as paraquat is highly toxic. Restricted Use pesticide. 
NO-TILLor REDUCED TILLAGESYSTEMS.Paraquatis a non-selective, non-residual, contact herbicide which can be used to 
controlemerged weeds at planting. It is used in combioation with preemergence herbicides for residual control. Rates of 1 to 
1½ pt/ A paraquat are adequate for small weeds; the high rate is for larger weeds or dense stands. Add 1 to 2 pt X-77 
spreaderper 100 gal of solution. Minimum carrier is 20 to 40 gpa. Thorough coverageis very important. Referto harvest aid 
section for precautions. Several combinationslabeled for use with paraquat are listed below. 
5258/14 
(Paraquat-Plusor Gramoxone,continued) 
Amountof productperacre, tank-mix (Liquidformulationsare listed; however, anequivalentamountof otherformulations 
maybe used.AddX-77 at the rate of 1 to 2 pt/ 100 gal of solution): 
1-2 pt paraquat + 2-2½ qt Lasso+ ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1 ½-2 ½ pt Dual + ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
1-2ptparaquat + 1-2½ pt Prowl+ 1-2½ ptLorox 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1-2½ pt Prowl + ¾-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 
1-2 pt paraquat + 1 ½-2½ pt Dual + 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-2 pt paraquat + 2-3 qt Lasso + 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-2ptparaquat + 2-2½ qt Lasso+ 4qtAmiben 
1-2 pt paraquat+ 1 ½-2 ½ pt Dual+ 4-6 qt Amiben 
2 pt paraquat + ½-1 ¼ qt Surflan + ½-1 pt Sencor or Lexone 
2 pt paraquat+ ½-1¼ qt Surflan + 1-2 pt Lorox 
Roundup(GLYPHosATE) 
Roundupis a non-selective,translocated, foliage appliedherbicideusedin no-till or reducedtillagesystems,as a spot treat­
mentfor perennials, or in specializedapplicationequipment.Thereis no soil residual.All emerged vegetationcomingin con­
tact with the herbicidewill be damagedor killed. 
NO-TILL or REDUCED TILLGESYSTEMS. Roundupmayreplaceonetillageto control emergedmeds . It is used in combina­
tion with preemergenceherbicidesto provide residualweedcontrol. Uselowerratefor annual weedsunder6 inches talland 
high ratefor tallerannuals. Minimumcarrieris 5 gpa water. Severalcombinationtreatmentsare listedbelow. 
Amountof product per acre, tank-mix (Liquidformulationsare listed;however, an equivalent amountof other formulations 
maybe used): 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 2-3 qt Lasso+ 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 1½-2½ pt Dual+ 1-3 pt Lorox 
1-1½ qt Roundup + 2-3 qt Lasso+ ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 1 ½-2 ½ pt Dual+ ½-1 pt Sencoror Lexone 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ ½-1¼ qtSurflan + ½-1 ptSencororLexone 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ ½-1¼ qt Surflan + 1-2 pt Lorox 
1-1½ qt Roundup+ 2-2½ qt Lasso+ 4qtAmiben 
1-1 ½ qt Roundup+ 2-2½ pt Dual + 4-6 qt Amiben 
SPOT REATMENT. Roundupmaybe used at 2 to 4 qt/A to controlsmallpatchesof perennialweedssuchas quackgrass or 
Canadathistle. It is usuallyappliedwith hand-heldequipment.Useextremecautionto preventdrift. Cropcontactedby spray 
or drift will be damagedor killed. Referto labelfor mixing directionsand precautions. 
SPECIALAPPLICATIONEQUIPMENT.Roundupusedin special equipmentgivesverygoodcontrolof volunteercornor wild 
cane. Resultswith wild sunflowerhavebeenfair. Controlof milkweedandhempdogbanehas been moreerratic. A height 
differentialis required sothetallerweedsare treated overthe top of the soybeans. Uniformweedemergenceandsufficient 
heightdifferentialimproveresults.Equipmentis usually operatedat 3 to 5 mph. Do not add2 ,4-0 or other herbicides. Con­
sult label directionsfor the equipment beingused. 
" RecirculatingSprayers(RCS)" directthe sprayacrossthe top of the soybeans. Boxtypeoperatebetweenthe rows and 
broadcasttypesoperateindependentof row spacing. Spraynotinterceptedby the weedsis collected in a recoverychamber 
andgoesbackthroughthesystem.TheRCShasbeenmoreeffectivethanthe rope wick for hempdogbaneand milkweed. 
The concentration of Roundup variesfrom 2 to 6 qt per gallon of water. Onegallonof Roundupwill usuallytreat 16to 20 
acres. Equipmentmustbe operatedin a manner that minimizes dropletdrift and " splash" effects. 
" Roller" applicatorswipethe herbicideontothetallerweeds. Thecarpetcoveredrolleris continuallywettedwith solution 
and rotatesas it movesthroughthe field. Someare equipped with electronicsensorsthat maintainproperrollerwetness. 
Rollerapplicatorsavoiddrift and splash problems.TheRoundupto water ratiois 1 to 19 for corn andwild cane and 1 to 9 for 
broadleavedweeds. Onegallonof Roundup usuallytreats25 to 60 acres. 
" RopeWick" applicatorsutilizesegmentsof soft, braidednylonropewhich serveas wicks. The rope endsare affixed 
througha hole into a 3- or 4-inchplasticpipe.Theropesremainwetby diffusion as they wipethetallerweeds.Variationsof 
the wick applicatorfeaturelonger, diagonalropeswhicharewettedfroma supplytank. Wickapplicatorsare inexpensive,
efficient, and simpleto operate. Driftand splash problemsareessentiallyeliminated. Equipmentmustbe operated to avoid 
" drips" fromthe ropes.Thesolutionin the pipe or tank is mixed at a ratio of 1 gallonRoundupto 2 gallons of water. One 
gallonof Roundupwill usually treat 50 to 100 acres. 
5258/15 
Bronco(ALACHLOR+ GLYPHOSATE) 
3¼ - 5 qt Bronco 
Commercialpremix containing 2.6 lb alachlor (Lasso)+ 1.4 lb glyphosate (Roundup) active per gallon. Intended to control 
emergedweedsin no-till situations. Excellentcontrolof emerged annualgrasses. Perennials may be suppressed. Lasso pro­
videsresidual annual grass control but is dependent upon rainfall before weeds emerge. Bronco can be tank-mixed with 
Lorox, Lexone, or Sencor for improved annual broadleaf cJntrol. Do not apply after crop emergence. 
SPECIALWEEDPROBLEMSIN SOYBEANS 
AnnualGrasses(FoxrA1L,BARNYARDGRAss,ANoeuR) 
TREFLANor Preplant incorporated. Equal performance at adjusted rates. Excellent control of several foxtail species. Consistent perfor­
PROWLor mance. Good late season control. Fair to good on sandbur at higher rates. Refer to section for each herbicide. 
BASALIN 
Preemergenceor shallow pre plant incorporated. Very good to excellent control of several foxtail species. Preemergenceap­
LASSOor plication with adequate rainfall provides best control available. Late season yellow or bristly foxtail may escape. Inconsistent 
DUAL on sandbur. May be tank-mixed with other herbicideswithoutsignificantly reducing grass control. Refer to section for Lasso 
or Dual. 
SmallSeededAnnual (PIGWEED, KOCHIA,sMARTWEED)Broadleaves LAMesauARTERs, 
SENCORor Preemergenceor pre plant incorporated. Excellentcontrol.Very good on mustard. Use with other herbicides. Ratesas low as 
LEXONE ¼ lb/ A active metribuzin used with other herbicides frequently give adequatecontrolof light infestations. Use higher rates 
for best control. Less crop tolerancethanother treatments onvariable, high pH, or light soils. Refer to sections for Sencoror 
Lexonecombinations. 
LOROX Preemergence.Use with other herbicides. Very good control. Slightly less risk of crop injury than for metribuzin on variable, 
high pH, or light soils. Refer to sections for Lorox combinations. 
MODOWN Preemergenceor very shallow pre plant incorporated. Use with other herbicides. Excellenton pigweed. Good control of some 
otherbroadleaves. Croptolerance affected less by soil factors; however, leafburn and stunting can be serious. Harrowing 
preemergencetreatments reduces leaf burn and stunting. Refer to sections for Modown combinations. 
AMIBEN Preemergencepreferred. Good to very good control. Fair on mustard. Good crop toleranceon variable soils. Usemaximum 
rate for combination treatmentsfor best control. Refer to Amiben section. 
Velvetleaf,Venice Mallow 
BASAGRAN Postemergence.Very good control. Use 1 ½ pt/ A for weeds up to 2 inches and 1 qt/ A for weeds up to 4 inches tall. Larger 
weeds only partially controlled. Crop oil helpful. Weeds emerging later will escape. Bestchoice for light, variable, or high pH 
soils. Refer to Basagran section. 
SENCORor Split pre plant incorporated tank-mix with Treflan, Prowl, Lasso, or Dual and additional Sencoror Lexone preemergence ap­
LEXONE plication. Allows for better crop tolerance with high Sencor rates. Best soil-appliedtreatmentfor velvetleaf. Refer to Sencor 
or Lexone split tank-mix preplant incorporatedandpreemergencesections. 
Preemergencetank-mixor overlay with other herbicides preferred. Very good control. Use as tank-mix with other herbicides 
or as an overlay for preplant incorporated treatments. Follow precautions for soil factors. Use½ lb/ A active metribuzin if soil 
type allows. Rate of 3/8 lb/A active metribuzin applied in combination with preplant incorporatedherbicidesgives slightly 
lesscontrol except under extremely dry conditions. Referto sections for Sencor or Lexone combinations. 
5258/16 
AMIBEN Preemergencefor Venice mallow. Hasprovided good to very good control in SDSU tests. Usefull rate. Referto Amiben sec­
tion. 
Wild Sunflower 
BASAGRAN Postemergence. Goodcontrol. Use 1 ½ pt/ A for weeds up to 4 inches and 1 qt/ A for weeds up to 6 inches tall. Crop oil 
helpful. Weedsemerging later will escape. Bestchoice for variable or high pH soils. Refer to Basagran section. 
SENCORor Preemergence. Usedas a tank-mix or overlay treatment. Fair control. Usemaximum rate for soil type. Mosteffective soil­
LEXONE applied treatment. Note soil factor precautions in sections for Sencor or Lexonecombinations. 
Cocklebur 
BASAGRAN Postemergence. Excellent control. Use 1½ pt/ A for weeds up to 6 inches and 1 qt/ A for weeds up to 8 inches tall. Rescue 
treatment for larger cocklebur. Refer to Basag ran section. 
BlackNightshade 
LASSOor Shallow pre plant incorporated or preemergence. Good control. Use maximum rate for soil type. Maybe used with other her­
DUAL bicideswithout reduced control if the Lasso or Dual rate is not reduced. Refer to section for Lasso or Dual. Laybycultivation 
very helpful. 
BLAZER Postemergence. Goodto very good control. Apply when weeds are under 4 inches tall. Riskof leaf burn. Referto Blazer sec­
tion. 
WildCane 
TREFLAN Preplantincorporated. Good control. Use 2-2½ pt/A on most medium and heavy soils. Incorporate thoroughly. Cultivate 
crop. Referto Treflan section. 
BASALIN Preplant incorporated. Goodcontrol. Use 3 pt/A on heavy soils. Incorporate thoroughly. Cultivate crop. Refer to Basalin sec­
tion. 
PROWL Preplantincorporated. Good control. Use 2 to 3 pt/A on most medium and heavy soils. Incorporate thoroughly. Cultivate 
crop. Refer to Prowl section. 
VERNAM Preplant incorporated. Fair to good control. Use 3 pt/ A on most soils. Use with cultivation. Refer to Vern am section. 
FUSILADE Postemergence.Excellent control. Apply ¼ pt/ A when wild caneis 6 to 12 inches. Refer to Fusilade section. 
POAST Postemergence. Excellentcontrol. Apply 1 pt/ A when wild cane is 6 to 18 inches. Referto Poast section. 
ROUNDUP Apply in recirculating sprayer, roller, or rope wick applications. Refer to Roundup section. 
VolunteerCorn 
POAST Postemergence. Excellentcontrol. Apply 1 ¼ pt/ A when volunteer corn is 6 to 18 inches. Refer to Poast section. 
FUSILADE Postemergence. Excellentcontrol. Apply¼ pt/A when volunteer corn is 12 to 18 inches. Refer to Fusilade section. 
ROUNDUP Apply in recirculating sprayer, roller, or ropewick applicators. Refer to Roundup section. 
5258/17 
Buffalo Bur 
BLAZER Postemergence .. Partial control. Apply when weeds are under 4 inches tall. Risk of leaf burn. Refer to Blazer section 
Yellow Nutsedge 
LASSOor Preplant incorporated preferred. Thorough tillage prior to planting helpful. Good to very good control. Dual gives slightly bet­
DUAL ter control. Use maximum rate possible. Refer to shallow preplant incorporated section for Dual or Lasso. 
VERNAM Pre plant incorporated. Incorporate immediately. Fair to good control. Must use maximum rate for soil type. Refer to Vernam 
section. 
BASAGRAN Postemergence.Apply ¾ to 1 qt/ A when weeds are 6 to 8 inches tall. Retreat in 7 to 10 days if necessary. Good control. 
Crop oil helpful. Useful for spot treatment or as a followup after other treatments. Refer to Basagran section. 
CanadaThistle 
BASAGRAN Postemergence . Fair to good burn to topgrowth . Apply1 qt/A when weeds are 8 inches tall to bud stage. Retreat 7 to 10days
later if necessary. Crop oil helpful. Refer to Basagran section. 
BLAZER Postemergence . Fair burn of topgrowth . Refer to Blazer section. 
HerbicideCost 
The table below gives the cost per acre for several herbicide treatments using suggested retail
prices. The cost listed is for the low and high rate. Prices vary according to location or quantity and
frequently are somewhat less than shown. Consult your local dealer for actual prices. 
 
 
Herbicide 
Treflan 
Prowl 
Basalin 
Vernam 
Treftan&Sencor/Lexone 
Prowl & Sencor / Lex one 
Basalin& Sencor/Lexone 
Treflan& Lorox 
Prowl& Lorox 
Treflan& Modown 
Treflan& Amiben 
Prowl& Amiben 
Basalin& Amiben 
Lasso 
Dual 
Amiben 
Lasso+ Sencor/Lexone 
Dual+ Sencor/Lexone 
Lasso + Lorox 
Dual+ Lorox 
Lasso + Amiben 
Dual+ Amiben 
Basagran 
Blazer 
Poast 
Fusi lade 
Lasso + Modown 
Poast+ Basagran 
Amt/Product/A 
1-2 pt 
1-3 pt 
1-3 pt 
21/3-3½ pt 
1-2 pt & ½-1 pt 
1 ½-2½ pt & ½-1 pt 
1-2 pt & ½-1 pt 
1-2 pt & ½-2 lb 
1-2½ pt & 1-2½ lb 
1-2 pt & 3-4 pt 
1½-2 pt & 3-4 qt 
1½-2½ pt & 4 qt 
1-2 pt & 4 qt 
2-3½ qt 
2-3 pt 
1-1½ gal 
2-3 qt + ½-1 pt 
1 ½-2½ pt + ½-1 pt 
1 ½-3 qt + 1-3 lb 
1 ¼-2½ pt + 1-3 lb 
2-2½ qt + 4 qt 
1½-2½ pt+ 4 qt 
¾-1 qt 
1 ½-2 pt 
½-2½ pt 
¼-½ pt 
2-3 qt + 2 ¼-4 pt 
¾-3¾ pt + ¾-1 gt 
Herbicide 
Cost/A 
$ 4.50- 9.00 
4.75-14.25 
4.10-12.30 
9.30-14.00 
11.00-22.00 
13.50-24.50 
10.50-21.00 
8.00-23.00 
11.50-29.00 
14.50-22.50 
19.50-26.00 
24.00-28.50 
21.00-25.00 
12.00-21.00 
13.50-20.50 
17.00-25.50 
18.50-31.00 
16.50-30.00 
16.00-39.00 
15.50-38.00 
29.00-32.00 
27.00-34.00 
19.50-26.00 
16.60-22.50 
6. 75-34.30 
9.30-18.60 
20.00-31.00 
27.00-73.00 
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